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Abstract
Background: Most experimentally determined structures of biomolecules lack annotated hydrogen positions due to
their low electron density. However, thorough structure analysis and simulations require knowledge about the positions of hydrogen atoms. Existing methods for their prediction are either limited to a certain range of molecules or
only work effectively on small compounds.
Results: We present a novel algorithm that compiles fragments of molecules with known hydrogen atom positions
into a library. Using this library the method is able to predict hydrogen positions for molecules with similar moieties.
We show that the method is able to accurately assign hydrogen atoms to most organic compounds including biomacromolecules, if a sufficiently large library is used.
Conclusions: We bundled the algorithm into the open-source Python package and command line program
Hydride. Since usually no additional parametrization is necessary for the problem at hand, the software works outof-box for a wide range of molecular systems usually within a few seconds of computation time. Hence, we believe
that Hydride could be a valuable tool for structural biologists and biophysicists alike.
Keywords: Open source, Python, Structural biology, Structural biophysics
Background
Structural knowledge in biomolecules needs to take
hydrogen atoms into account. They are crucial for
detection of hydrogen bonds and molecular dynamics
simulations.
Currently only ∼ 16 % of all Protein Data Bank (PDB)
[1] entries (28,971 out of 181,847) contain hydrogen
atoms. Furthermore and augmenting the problem, some
simulation and molecular docking methods omit hydrogen in their molecule representation [2–4] and hence
also in the output structure files.
Consequently, most molecular structure files need
to be processed, i.e. hydrogen atoms need to be added,
before further analysis or simulations can be performed.
The existing methods for this purpose are often bundled
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into large molecular dynamics simulation packages like
Gromacs [5] (pdb2gmx) and CHARMM [6] (HBUILD) or
are available as single programs like REDUCE [7], OpenBabel [8] or HAAD [9]. However, most of these programs predict hydrogen positions based on force fields
that were parametrized only for a very limited number of
different molecules. An exception is OpenBabel, which
is not restricted to a set of parametrized compounds, but
focuses on small molecules.
Here we describe a novel method for addition of
hydrogen atoms to molecular models in general: from
large macromolecules to small ligands. The underlying
algorithm leverages the geometric information about
hydrogen atoms from a library of fragments built from
reference molecules containing hydrogen atoms. Based
on this information the method is able to accurately
predict hydrogen positions for molecules containing
equivalent groups. Based on this algorithm, we developed a Python implementation that provides both, a
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user-friendly command line interface (CLI) and a more
flexible Python API based on the bioinformatics library
Biotite [10].

Implementation
The aim of the presented algorithm is to add hydrogen atoms to a molecular model, where these are missing. This molecular model will be called target molecule,
though it may also constitute a model with multiple
molecules. The algorithm expects that all atoms except
hydrogen, so called heavy atoms, are present and accurately placed in the target molecule. The algorithm performs the prediction of hydrogen atoms in two steps,
where the second one is optional: hydrogen addition and
relaxation.
Initial hydrogen addition
Library compilation

The addition of hydrogen atoms is based on known
molecular geometries of reference molecules. For this
purpose the reference molecules are compiled into a fragment library (Fig. 1A): Each reference molecule is split
into fragments, one for each heavy atom in the molecule.
Each fragment consists of
• the element, formal charge and coordinates of the
central heavy atom,
• the coordinates of the bonded hydrogen atoms,
• the coordinates of the bonded heavy atoms and the
order of the bonds connecting them and
• the chirality of the fragment, if applicable.
These fragments are stored in the aforementioned fragment library, a data structure that maps the combination
of a fragment’s
•
•
•
•

central atom element,
central atom formal charge,
chirality and
order of bonds with connected heavy atoms

(called library key from now on) to
the coordinates of heavy atoms connected to the central atom and
the coordinates of hydrogen atoms connected to the
central atom.
The coordinates of the fragment’s central atom are
not saved, as the coordinates of the fragment are always
translated to position the central atom in the coordinate
origin. Duplicate library keys are ignored and hence will
not be part of the fragment library: If two fragments with
equal library keys are added to the library, the library
will contain the coordinates of the latter one. Hence, this

Fig. 1 Hydrogen addition algorithm in a nutshell. This figure displays
how hydrogen atoms are added to toluene (target) from information
about benzene and isobutylene (reference). A The reference
molecules are split into fragments. The central atom is shown in blue,
connected heavy atoms in gray and hydrogen atoms in white. The
opaque fragments are added to the fragment library, the transparent
ones are ignored due to being duplicates. B The target molecule is
split into fragments. The central atom is shown in red and connected
heavy atoms in gray. C For each target fragment the matching library
fragment is superimposed. The central atom for both fragments are
positioned in the coordinate origin, the library fragment is rotated
to achieve congruence and the library fragment is translated to the
original position of the target fragment. The resulting coordinates of
the hydrogen atom(s) (encircled) are taken. D The obtained hydrogen
positions from the previous step are adopted for the target molecule

algorithm does not distinguish between the different possible geometries of heavy atoms for the same library key,
as observed in cyclic compounds (Fig. 2). However, this
does not affect the hydrogen positioning in a sufficiently
significant manner (as discussed later) to justify a more
time-consuming step for identification of the fragment
with the most suitable heavy atom geometry.
Nitrogen as a central atom requires special handling,
due to its ability to form partial double bonds using its
lone electron pair. This means, that although a fragment
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are implicitly supported, because they share the same fragments as the organic molecules added from the CCD.
Fragment superimposition

Fig. 2 Molecule pairs with different geometries for the same
library key. A α-d-Glucopyranose. B α-d-Glucofuranose. C Benzene.
D Cyclobutadiene. Each pair of molecules A+B and C+D has the
same library key for the carbon atom bonded to the hydrogen atom
highlighted in red, but the geometry, signified by the bond angle, is
different

with nitrogen as a central atom only possesses single
bonds, such a partial double bond still induces a planar
conformation in contrast to a tetragonal conformation.
To obtain the correct geometry in this special case, a separate bond order is used for partial double bonds.
Target molecule fragmentation

The target molecule is split into fragments in a similar
fashion (Fig. 1B). But in contrast to the molecules for the
fragment library these created fragments naturally do not
contain hydrogen atoms.
For each target molecule fragment (target fragment in
short), the matching fragment from the fragment library
(library fragment in short) is selected, i.e. the fragment
with the same library key. Although the target fragment
has no hydrogen atoms, the corresponding library key
can still be created, because the hydrogen atoms are not
part of the library key.
If the library does not contain a match for a target molecule fragment, the algorithm is unable to assign hydrogen
atoms to this central atom. Hence, it is desirable to have a
large fragment library to cover a broad range of different
fragments. For our implementation we used all molecules
from the Chemical Component Dictionary (CCD) [11] for
the fragment library compilation. This guarantees, that
hydrogen atoms can be added to all molecules appearing
in the PDB. Furthermore, most other organic molecules

Now the library fragment is superimposed onto the target
fragment (Fig. 1C). For this purpose, the target fragment
coordinates are translated so that the central atom lies in
the coordinate origin. The central atom of the library fragment already lies in the origin. Then the library fragment is
superimposed onto the target fragment by rotation about
the coordinate origin [12, 13]. The two fragments probably do not overlap perfectly, but the superimposition
minimizes the root-mean-square deviation between the
fragments. In the final step the library fragment is translated back to the original position of the target fragment
by applying the reversed translation vector. The hydrogen
coordinates of the transformed library fragment are the
desired coordinates for the target fragment.
After this procedure is finished for each target fragment,
the obtained hydrogen positions are adopted by the target
molecule (Fig. 1D).
Relaxation of terminal groups

After initial placement of hydrogen atoms, most of their
positions should be accurate, as they are constrained by
the position of the respective bonded heavy atom, since
the bond lengths and angles are (approximately) constant.
However, there are exceptions: Terminal heavy atoms connected with a single bond to the remaining molecule, e.g. a
hydroxy or methyl group, have no unambiguous hydrogen
positions, as they are able to rotate about this single bond.
Hence, the positions of hydrogen atoms bonded to these
terminal heavy atoms are relaxed in a second step.
Energy function

The energy function V required for the relaxation is based
on the non-bonded interaction terms of the Universal
Force Field (UFF) [14]. The interaction terms comprise an
electrostatic Vel and a Lennard-Jones VLJ term. For the position vectors ri and rj of two atoms i and j the contribution
to the energy function is

V( �ri , �rj ) = Vel (�ri , �rj ) + VLJ (�ri , �rj )
qq
Vel (�ri , �rj ) = 332.067 Di ijj
 
 6 
δij 12
δ
VLJ (�ri , �rj ) = ǫij
.
− 2 Dijij
Dij

(1)

Dij is the euclidean distance between the atoms i and j.
Dij = |�rj − �ri |.

(2)

ǫij and δij are the well depth and optimal distance between
these atoms, respectively, and are calculated as
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(3)

ǫi/j and δi/j are taken from the UFF and solely depend on
the chemical element of the respective atom. To obtain
more accurate distances for hydrogen bonds, δij is multiplied with 0.79 for potential hydrogen bond acceptor–
donor pairs [15]. By default, the charges q are calculated
via the PEOE method [16] implemented in Biotite
[10].
The units are given in (kcal/mol) for energies and Å for
lengths. Charges are given in multiples of the elementary
charge.
Interactions are calculated between all pairs of rotatable hydrogen atoms and all other atoms within a defined
cutoff distance of 10 Å. All other interaction pairs do not
need to be considered, as their distances to each other
are not altered during the course of relaxation.
Relaxation algorithm

Based on this energy function, the applicable hydrogen
atoms are iteratively rotated about the bond of the terminal heavy atom. However, if the terminal heavy atom
is bonded via a (partial) double bond to the rest of the
molecule, free rotation is prohibited. For imine groups, as
they appear e.g. in arginine, two hydrogen conformations
are still possible though. Due to these discrete values a
continuous optimizer cannot be employed. Hence, our
method uses a variant of the hill climbing algorithm, that
aims to reach local minimum of the energy function V.
Let φ1 . . . φn be the dihedral angles of the rotatable terminal bonds 1 . . . n. Each φk affects the positions rp . . . rq
of the hydrogen atoms bonded to the corresponding
heavy atom.
In each iteration the dihedral angles of all rotatable
bonds are altered by a an angle increment �φ in alternating direction. �φ is small (by default 10◦ ) or 180◦ for
freely rotatable bonds and imine groups, respectively. Let
φ1∗ . . . φn∗ be these updated angles. Let �rp∗ . . . �rq∗ be the new
positions resulting from the new angle φk∗.
For each rotatable bond k, the energy difference with
respect to the change in φk , called V ∗, is determined by

�V ∗ (k) =

q all



V (�ra∗ , �rb ) − V (�ra , �rb ) .
a=p b

(4)

Thus, all interaction terms are evaluated that involve the
atoms p . . . q affected by the rotatable bond k. For each
interaction term, the energy difference between the positions before and after the isolated update of φk is calculated. V ∗ is the sum of these energy differences.

If �V ∗ (k) is negative, the new dihedral angle for bond
k is preferable, as it leads to a lower energy. Hence, φk∗ is
accepted and used as the new φk in the next iteration.
Otherwise, it is rejected and the next iteration uses the φk
from the previous iteration.
When within two subsequent iterations no φk∗ is
accepted for any k, the energy has reached the local minimum and the algorithm has finished.
As alternative variant we tested a multistart approach:
Initial random values were assigend to the rotatable
angles φ1 . . . φn before the described algorithm was executed. This process was repeated multiple times and the
conformation with the lowest energy V was accepted.
However, we found no noteworthy accuracy improvements over the original method.
Formal charge calculation

Commonly, input structures do not contain atoms with
physiological formal charges, but most charges are given
as neutral instead. Consequently, the described algorithm
would treat acidic groups as protonated and basic groups
as deprotonated. To mitigate this issue, our algorithm
optionally recalculates charges for atoms in amino acids
based on the tabulated pKa value of the respective free
amino acid [17] and a user-provided pH value.
Atom order and naming

If the given molecular model contains multiple residues,
the associated hydrogen atoms are placed behind the
heavy atoms from the same residue in the list of atoms
and consequently also in the written output file.
For common residues appearing in macromolecular
structures, including amino acids and canonical nucleotides, the hydrogen atoms are named according to the
nomenclature from the CCD, e.g. the hydrogen atom
for ’CA’ is named ’HA’. For all other cases a reasonable atom naming scheme is picked based on the bonded
heavy atom name.
Python package

Based on the described algorithm we developed the
Python package Hydride. Besides hydrogen addition
based on the CCD reference dataset, it also allows the
user to add extra reference molecules to the fragment
library to achieve a higher hydrogen prediction accuracy
for these molecules. The API of the package builds upon
data types from the bioinformatics library Biotite
[10], harnessing its support for different structure file
formats, including PDB, mmCIF, MMTF [18], MOL and
SDF [19]. Furthermore, Biotite is used for calculation
for distances and displacement vectors between atoms,
which optionally take periodic boundary conditions
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into account. To compensate for the relatively low computation speed of the programming language, the time
consuming task of the fragment superimposition and
relaxation is vectorized via NumPy [20] and accelerated
using a C-extension written in Cython [21], respectively.
This package can be installed via the pip and Conda
package managers.

Results and discussion
Accuracy of predicted hydrogen positions

We validated the hydrogen prediction algorithm against
a dataset of high resolution protein and nucleic acid
structure data. We chose the protein structures used by
Li et al. [9] for comparison with the HAAD algorithm. For
the nucleic acid dataset we selected all nucleic acid structures with a resolution ≤ 1.0 Å. Furthermore, we assembled a dataset containing 5000 random small molecule
structures from the PubChem database [22], to assess
whether the algorithm is capable of correct hydrogen
assignment to a wide range of organic molecules, even if
they are not part of the fragment library.
For the validation we removed all hydrogen atoms from
the respective reference structure and added them back
via Hydride. Then we measured the distance between
each predicted hydrogen atom and the respective original
hydrogen atom in the reference structure.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the measured distances for each dataset. All hydrogen atoms are further
divided into three groups, depending on whether they are
• fixed in their position, since there is no rotational
freedom, or
• rotatable and part of nonpolar or
• polar terminal group.
The scripts and Snakemake workflow [23] to reproduce
this benchmark are available in Additional file 1.
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Protein structures

On average our algorithm achieved an RMSD = 0.247 Å,
that is similar to HBUILD (RMSD = 0.282 Å), REDUCE
(RMSD = 0.234 Å) and HAAD (RMSD = 0.208 Å), that
were evaluated on the same dataset [9]. This slightly
lower accuracy of our algorithm applied to protein structure models compared to the latter two programs may be
attributed to the use of a general force field in our work
compared to a molecule-specific parametrization. However, the Universal force field allows our algorithm to
overcome the limitation to a fixed set of molecules.
Nucleic acid structures

In the nucleic acid dataset the accuracy is similar to
the tested protein structures for fixed hydrogen atoms
(RMSD = 0.13 Å). However, the deviation is significantly
larger for polar and nonpolar groups with an RMSD
= 1.20 Å, and RMSD = 0.71 Å, respectively. Polar hydrogen atoms make up 5.0 % and nonpolar hydrogen atoms
make up 1.7 % of all hydrogen atoms in the nucleic acid
dataset.
The majority of rotatable polar hydrogen atoms is
located at the O2 ′ atoms in RNA molecules. While in
experimentally determined structures these hydrogen
atoms usually orient toward either
• the O4 ′ atom of the same residue,
• the O3 ′ atom of the same residue or
• the O4 ′ atom of the next residue,
only the latter orientation is selected by the relaxation
algorithm.
The rotatable nonpolar hydrogen atoms are bonded to
the C7 methyl groups of thymine groups. In the reference
structures one hydrogen atom of the methyl groups usually orients toward the O4 oxygen atom. In contrast, the

Fig. 3 Accuracy of hydrogen position prediction. This figure shows histograms of distances between the reference and predicted hydrogen
position for each dataset and group. The dashed lines represent the RMSD for the distances in each group. The histograms for each group are
normed
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relaxation algorithm chooses various rotamers for the C7
methyl groups, dependent on non-bonded interactions
with surrounding atoms. Although the predicted hydrogen atoms are hence not in agreement with the crystallographic results, the output is still plausible: Quantum
mechanics calculations show that the maximum energy
difference between the rotamers of this methyl group
is very low (1.1 kcal / mol) [24] without the influence of
ambient atoms.
Small molecule structures

Of the 108,502 hydrogen atoms in the small molecule
dataset, Hydride was not able to assign 18 of them
(0.017 %), since there was no matching fragment in the
fragment library. The accuracy for fixed (RMSD = 0.13 Å)
and rotatable nonpolar (RMSD = 0.27 Å) hydrogen atoms
is close to the results from the protein dataset.
Only the rotatable polar hydrogen atoms have a slightly
larger deviation (RMSD = 1.07 Å). In protein structures
the orientation of polar hydrogen atoms is often determined by interactions between residues. In case of the
small molecule dataset, additional molecules that would
favour certain hydrogen orientations are missing, presumably resulting in the observed lower accuracy. To
support this assumption, we exemplarily compared the
accuracy of predicted rotatable polar hydrogen atoms
in a free α-d-glucopyranose molecule without chemical environment with predicted atoms in α-cyclodextrin
bound to a protein receptor (PDB: 5MTU). α-cyclodextrin is a 6-mer of α-d-glucopyranose monomers. We
found an RMSD = 1.35 Å and RMSD = 1.15 Å for the
free and bound molecule, respectively. Hence, in this case
the added chemical environment seemingly contributed
to an increase of accuracy.

library with fragments from α-d-glucofuranose (reference molecule), the distance to the original C3 hydrogen
atom in α-d-glucopyranose is 0.025 Å and 0.070 Å in the
opposite case. For the pair benzene and cyclobutadiene
the deviation is 0.006 Å for both cases. These deviations are smaller than the mean amplitude of molecular
vibration of a C–H bond (≈ 0.08 Å) [25–27] and hence
negligible.
The workflow and scripts to reproduce this benchmark
are also included in Additional file 1.
Computation time

We measured the time Hydride requires for addition
and relaxation of hydrogen atoms to macromolecular
structures of different sizes on an Intel® Core™ i7-8565U
CPU with 8 × 1.80 GHz (Fig. 4).
The measurements indicate that the run time scales
approximately linear with the number of atoms in the
molecular system ( R2 = 0.92), whereby the relaxation
requires the major part. In a naive implementation a
quadratic dependence for the relaxation step is expected,
as all applicable pairs of atoms need to be evaluated
for Vel and VLJ. The total number of atom pairs scales
quadratically with the number of atoms in the system.
However, the implementation uses a cutoff distance of
10 Å, which allows the usage of a cell list to find atom
pairs within the cutoff distance in O(n) time complexity instead of O(n2 ). Nevertheless, the run time of the

Compatibility of fragments for different geometries

As already outlined, the addition of hydrogen atoms does
not distinguish between different possible geometries
of heavy atoms in a fragment, if the library key is equal.
Therefore, we tested whether a fragment library built
from fragments with a particular geometry can be used
to accurately place hydrogen atoms in fragments with
another geometry and vice versa. To this end we investigated the molecule pairs
• α-d-glucopyranose and α-d-glucofuranose
respect to the C3 atom and
• benzene and cyclobutadiene

with

(Fig. 2). The respective structures were downloaded from
the PubChem database.
When the hydrogen position for the C3 atom of α
-d-glucopyranose (target molecule) is predicted using a

Fig. 4 Run time of Hydride. This figure shows the run time of
Hydride for different molecular system sizes. Each bar shows the
run time (average of 10 executions) for one structure from the PDB.
Each run time is divided into the individual computation steps. The
gray line represents a linear regression
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relaxation step is additionally dependent on the actual
molecular model, since the number of evaluated atom
pairs and required iterations to achieve convergence varies for each structure.
The workflow and scripts to reproduce this benchmark
are also included in Additional file 1.

Conclusion
In this work we presented an algorithm that can assign
hydrogen atoms to molecular models with accuracy
comparable to the methods used by popular software
like CHARMM or HAAD. However, these programs require
force field parameters for specific molecules, restricting
them to molecular structures that contain these molecules exclusively. In contrast, the method presented
here is able to assign hydrogen atoms for a wide range of
molecular systems. We showed that our technique is able
to accurately predict hydrogen positions for almost any
organic molecule independent of its size. This advantage
is especially convenient when handling biomacromolecules in interaction with ligand molecules.
We bundled our implementation into a documented
and easily installable open-source Python package. The
CLI offers a fast and straightforward way to add hydrogen atoms to molecular systems, supporting multiple
structure file formats for input and output. The Python
API on the other hand provides additional flexibility for
advanced purposes, such as custom formal or partial
charges calculated from other methods or prediction of
hydrogen atoms for only a part of the molecular model.
Hence, we think that Hydride and the underlying
algorithm is a useful addition to the toolbox of computational and structural biologists.
Availability and requirements
Project name: Hydride
Project home page: https://hydride.biotite-python.org/
Operating system(s): Windows, OS X, Linux
Programming language: Python
Other requirements: At least Python 3.7, the packages
biotite and numpy must be installed
License: BSD 3-Clause
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None
Abbreviations
PDB:: Protein Data Bank; CLI:: Command line interface; API:: Application
programming interface; CCD:: Chemical component dictionary; UFF:: Universal
force field; RMSD:: Root-mean-square deviation.
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